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PRÉCIS 

We examine information order effects in stopping decisions – a decision to stop 

performing a task based on a sequence of cues. We find that decisions appear to be based on the 

most recent cues observed, potentially due to limited working memory availability. 

ABSTRACT 

Objective: Understand how the order in which information is presented affects when a 

person decides to stop performing a task. 

Background: Stopping decisions describe a decision to stop performing a task based on 

a sequence of cues.  Previous order effects models do not consider how these contexts limit 

available working memory to make such decisions.  

Method: Participants choose for how long to perform a task, known as the “Work 

Hazard Game,” that began by rewarding points but later cost points if work continued after an 

unannounced “emergency.” An additive sequence of cues indicated the probability of an 

emergency. Study 1 used a 3-group design with cue sequences that indicated the same risk at 

each decision point, but whose final cue presented a high, medium, or low probability. Study 2 

used a 2x2 design with high or low final cues and an easy or a challenging task. 

Results: In Study 1, participants stopped sooner when the most recent cue presented a 

high rather than low probability (p = 0.09), despite the same emergency risk. In Study 2, 

participants stopped sooner when the most recent cue presented a high rather than low 

probability for the challenging, but not easy task (p = 0.08). 
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Conclusion: Stopping decisions appear sensitive to the most recent cue observed when 

under task load. Participants responded to the same risks differently, based only on a change in 

presentation. 

Application: Findings may be relevant for research and training for hazardous 

jobs, such as subsurface coal mining, fishing, and trucking. 
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In many real-world tasks decision makers must focus on performing their job while at the 

same time evaluating safety job conditions.  For example, in subsurface coal mining, while a 

miner may be engaged in operating or maintaining heavy machinery (e.g., a continuous miner, 

shearer, or conveyor), he must also keep track of and evaluate cues of a potential mine 

emergency (e.g., shifts in air flow, increases in temperature, visual signs of smoke or the 

weakening of supports). Existing research has studied how people evaluate a series of cues (e.g., 

Hogarth & Einhorn, 1992). However, its focus has been on cases where the evaluation is the 

person’s primary task. In subsurface coal mining, we would expect the miners’ primary task to 

be performing their job, while evaluating safety conditions is an important but peripheral 

concern. 

In this paper, we investigate how people evaluate a series of cues when this evaluation is 

not their primary task. We refer to this scenario as a stopping decision, because the result of this 

evaluation is often a decision to either continue or stop performing the primary task. The primary 

task is called the focal task, and the evaluation of whether to stop is called the non-focal 

evaluation. For subsurface coal miners, the focal task includes normal mining operations and the 

non-focal evaluation is the evaluation of safety conditions. We suspect that the non-focal nature 

of the evaluation can lead to inconsistent decisions. To evaluate this, we ran two studies where 

participants perform non-focal evaluations and tested for information order effects. Specifically, 

we test if people would respond to the same information differently, depending upon the order in 

which it was presented to them. 

This potential for inconsistent decisions can be problematic in subsurface coal mining. 

First, it presents a challenge for safety trainers to communicate the appropriate safety 

environments under which specific actions can be taken. Second, as subsurface coal miners work 
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in crews, differing evaluations between individual crew members can result in delayed reactions 

to dangerous conditions or lost productivity under safe conditions. 

That noted, stopping decisions are not unique to subsurface coal mining. Truckers and 

fishermen, for example, need to evaluate weather cues to determine how long to continue driving 

or fishing. Athletes may need to evaluate physical injury cues to determine whether to stay in the 

game. Stopping decisions are also prevalent in non-hazardous professions. A factory supervisor 

may need to determine when production needs to be stopped for machine maintenance. Office 

workers often need to determine when to interrupt their work, given signs of a potential 

computer or software failure. 

For our purposes, we used a computer-based task called the “Work Hazard Game,” which 

includes the essential characteristics of stopping decisions in coal mining and other contexts (an 

important factor for making connections to real world tasks, see: Gonzalez, Vanyukov & Martin, 

2005). In this game, participants (who belong to a general population), evaluated a series of cues 

to determine when to stop performing a money-making task. As with the subsurface coal mining, 

continuing the focal task provided rewards and required ongoing use of working memory; 

continuing the task past a certain point, indicated by the cues, would result in a loss though. A 

potential critique of this method would be that subsurface coal miners have an expertise in 

evaluating the risk of a mine emergency which our participants, facing a novel task, do not. 

However, prior research has shown that experts who are faced with rare events, changing cues, 

and limited decision aids can also make poor decisions (Shanteau, 1992). Another critique is that 

subsurface coal miners would be better motivated to pay attention to cues of mine emergency 

risk, given more severe consequences from a mistake. However, miners who fail to perform their 
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jobs effectively also face more severe consequences, suggesting that there is also a stronger 

motivation to focus on continuing work. 

In our experiments, we find that non-focal evaluations are characterized by recency: 

people are more sensitive to later cues than earlier cues, although our findings are tempered by 

low significance levels. Our second study reproduces the recency effect with a modified version 

of the “Work Hazard Game,” strengthening our confidence in our initial finding. Additionally, 

we find evidence that low working memory availability can increase the recency effect. This 

supports the argument that the non-focal nature of the evaluation task contributes to the recency 

effect. 

INFORMATION ORDER EFFECTS 

Early research on information order effects found that the order in which a series 

of cues was presented could impact how they were evaluated. However, these results 

were inconsistent, sometimes finding greater sensitivity to earlier cues (the primacy 

effect; Nisbett & Ross, 1980), to later cues (the recency effect; Anderson, 1981; Davis, 

1984), or to a mix of both (Murdock, 1962). The belief-adjustment model, proposed by 

Hogarth and Einhorn (1992), reconciled these findings by connecting the differing results 

to different combinations of the task’s characteristics: complexity, series length, 

consistency of information, response mode (evaluating at the end of the series or after 

each cue), and the type of judgment (estimating a value or evaluating a hypothesis). 

Under this model, initial cues were used to develop an initial belief about the evaluation. 

Later cues were used to update this belief. However, the ways in which the initial and 

later cues contributed to this belief depended on the characteristics of the task. These task 
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characteristics proved predictive in applied domains, including auditing (Ashton & 

Ashton, 1988; Tubbs, Messier, & Knechel, 1990) and amongst Patriot Air Defense 

officers (Adelman & Bresnick, 1992; Adelman, Tolcott, & Bresnick, 1993). These 

studies suggested that important, practical decisions could be influenced by the order in 

which the information was presented. 

Further research, however, has suggested that the original belief-adjustment 

model did not capture all task characteristics relevant to real-world decision making. A 

follow-up study on Patriot Air Defense officers found evidence of primacy when the 

meaning of later cues could be reinterpreted, rather than recency as the belief-adjustment 

model would have predicted (Adelman, Bresnick, Christian, Gualtieri, & Minionis, 

1998). Stopping decisions are characterized by a split in focus between the focal task and 

the non-focal evaluation. To date, order effects studies have not explicitly considered this 

focal and non-focal split as a task characteristic. Research in working memory (Baddeley, 

1992, 2000; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), however, suggests that a split in focus may impact 

how we process information and thus how cues are integrated into stopping decision 

evaluations. 

WORKING MEMORY AND STOPPING DECISIONS 

Working memory describes our ability to maintain and process information. 

Greater working memory availability has been linked to better performance. For 

example, people with higher working memory capacity demonstrate greater controlled 

attention (Engle, 2002; Engle, Kane, & Tuholski, 1999), and people perform better when 

faced with low task loads (Anderson, Reder, & Lebiere, 1996; Gonzalez, 2005). 
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In a study where U.S. Navy officers were asked to categorize unidentified planes, 

high task load was associated with lower information recall regarding planes viewed as 

non-threatening (Perrin, Barnett, Walrath, & Grossman, 2001). This selective focus may 

have been adaptive, leading to devoting more attention to the threatening cues. For 

subsurface coal mining, however, this may lead to neglecting cues that only appear non-

threatening. Besides neglecting information, limited working memory may also lead us to 

be more selective in information processing. For example, research in hypothesis 

generation links constraints on working memory to decreases in the number of 

hypotheses that are generated and pursued (Dougherty & Hunter, 2003; Flin, Stewart, & 

Slaven 1996; Thomas, Dougherty, Sprenger, & Harbison, 2008). For subsurface coal 

mining, this may mean that miners may neglect evaluating safety conditions completely 

if normal mining operations are particularly demanding. 

Stopping decisions impose constraints on working memory by splitting the focus 

between the focal task and the non-focal evaluation. These constraints can reduce 

attention to the non-focal evaluation. For subsurface coal mining, in which cues of a 

potential emergency evolve and accumulate over time, we expect that this effect would 

be stronger at the start of the evaluation. In the beginning, the accumulated cues are likely 

to appear less threatening and normal mining operations are likely to demand more of the 

miners’ working memory. Insufficient attention paid to initial cues has been shown to 

reduce primacy effects (Wilson, Houston, Etling, & Brekke, 1996). As we expect 

stopping decisions to reduce attention at the start of the evaluation, we expect stopping 

decisions to be characterized by recency. 
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Over two studies, we test our prediction about recency and the role of working 

memory in stopping decisions using a simulation known as the “Work Hazard Game.” In 

the first study, we look for the overall effect of recency by varying the cue sequence of 

the non-focal evaluation. In the second study, we consider the role of working memory 

by manipulating both the cue sequence of the non-focal evaluation and the working 

memory demands of the focal task. 

STUDY 1 

PARTICIPANTS 

Participants were recruited through an online participant pool from Carnegie Mellon 

University and the University of Pittsburgh to participate in the “Work Hazard Game” for a $4 

base payment and a potential bonus of up to $8. Participants had to complete a quiz on the 

game’s mechanics after training, and those who passed continued on to the actual study. A total 

of 18 participants who were recruited passed the quiz. Of those who passed, 44% were female 

and the median age was 21.  

MATERIALS 

The Work Hazard Game is a simulation designed to study non-focal evaluations 

in stopping decisions. In the game, participants initially earn points by performing a focal 

task. As the game progresses, there is a probability that the game changes and performing 

the focal task will instead lose participants points. Participants are not informed of when 

the game changes, but are provided a sequence of cues indicating the probability that the 

shift has happened. Participants must determine when to stop performing the focal task. 
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The interpretation of the cue sequence and the decision of when to stop represent the non-

focal evaluation. 

This simulation is set up on a 5 x 5 grid of squares, with the center 3 x 3 squares 

designated as the “routine work area” and the surrounding 16 squares as the “work 

environment,” as presented in Figure 1. The focal task is performed in the routine work 

area. The cues appear in the work environment. The game proceeds in turns and rounds, 

with each round comprised of 5 turns. Each turn, the participant is asked to perform the 

focal task. At the end of each round, participants have the option of continuing with the 

focal task or stopping work. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of Work Hazard Game, Study 1 

 

Focal Task. The focal task is a pattern-completion task. At the start of a turn, two 

adjoining squares in the work area will light up, one after the other. The participant must 

click on a third square in the routine work area that is to the left, right, above, or below 

the second square to earn points. Clicking on a square that satisfies these requirements 
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rewards the participant with 10 points, while clicking on a different square results in 0 

points. All squares are then turned off and the next turn starts. 

Non-focal evaluation. The non-focal evaluation involves evaluating a sequence of 

cues to determine when to stop the focal task. At the start of each turn, a cue may appear 

in the environment. At most one cue will appear each turn. Cues appear in the work 

environment starting from the upper-left corner. Subsequent cues fill the work 

environment clockwise. There are five types of cues, each labeled with a letter and a 

percentage: “A–0%”, “B–2.5%”, “C–5%”, “D–7.5%”, and “E–10%.” After they appear, 

cues remain visible for the rest of the game. 

At the end of the first turn of each round (every 5 turns), the game may change to 

an “emergency” state. In that state, participants lose points for continuing the focal task. 

The probability that an emergency state occurs is equal to the sum of the percentages 

displayed on all visible cues. For example, if two cues were in the environment, “B – 

2.5%” and “E-10%”, the risk of transitioning to an emergency state is 12.5%. Once 

started, an emergency state remains for the rest of the game. Participants lose 15 points 

for each turn completed, resulting in a net loss of 5 points if the focal task is completed 

correctly and a net loss of 15 if the focal task is completed incorrectly. Point losses are 

not shown to the participant until after work has stopped. This prevents participants from 

using their point total to determine whether an emergency state has started. 

To avoid working in an emergency state, participants may stop performing the 

focal task before completing the first turn in each round. If they stop, they are told 

whether an emergency had occurred and are provided information about points earned, 
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points lost, and the final score. If the participants continue, they must complete the next 

round (5 additional turns), before they have an option of stopping again. If the participant 

reaches 20 rounds (100 turns) without stopping work, the game ends automatically. 

DESIGN 

The study used three within-subject treatments, each using a different cue 

sequence. Whenever participants had to decide whether to stop performing the focal task, 

all treatments indicated the same probability of an emergency state. In the “increasing” 

treatment, cues within each round indicated successively larger increases in probability. 

The “decreasing” treatment used the same cues from the increasing treatment, but the 

order was reversed within each round. The “flat” treatment repeated the same cue within 

each round, such that the total risk was the same as in the other treatments. 

For example, in round 12, the increasing treatment included a cue of “A – 0%” in 

turn 57 followed by a cue of “C – 5%” in turn 59; the decreasing treatment included a cue 

of “C – 5%” in turn 57 followed by a cue of “A – 0%” in turn 59; and the flat treatment 

included a cue of “B – 2.5%” in turn 57 followed by a cue of “B – 2.5%” in turn 59. 

Thus, at the start of round 13, the total risk of an emergency being triggered was 

increased by 5%, regardless of treatment. The full cue sequence across all treatments is 

included in Table 1. 
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Increasing Flat Decreasing Increasing Flat Decreasing

1 0.0% 51 7.5%
2 52 B -- 2.5% C -- 5% D -- 7.5%
3 53 D -- 7.5% C -- 5% B -- 2.5%
4 54
5 55
6 0.0% 56 17.5%
7 57 A -- 0% B -- 2.5% C -- 5%
8 58
9 59 C -- 5% B -- 2.5% A -- 0%

10 60
11 0.0% 61 22.5%
12 62 A -- 0% C -- 5% E -- 10%
13 63
14 A -- 0% A -- 0% A -- 0% 64 E -- 10% C -- 5% A -- 0%
15 A -- 0% A -- 0% A -- 0% 65
16 0.0% 66 32.5%
17 67
18 68
19 69
20 70
21 0.0% 71 32.5%
22 72 C -- 5% D -- 7.5% E -- 10%
23 73 E -- 10% D -- 7.5% C -- 5%
24 74
25 75
26 0.0% 76 47.5%
27 77 C -- 5% D -- 7.5% E -- 10%
28 78 E -- 10% D -- 7.5% C -- 5%
29 79
30 80
31 0.0% 81 62.5%
32 82
33 83
34 84
35 85
36 0.0% 86 62.5%
37 A -- 0% B -- 2.5% C -- 5% 87
38 B -- 2.5% B -- 2.5% B -- 2.5% 88
39 C -- 5% B -- 2.5% A -- 0% 89
40 90
41 7.5% 91 62.5%
42 92
43 93
44 94
45 95
46 7.5% 96 62.5%
47 97
48 98
49 99
50 100

Cue Appearance Risk of 
Emergency 

Starting
TurnRound Round Turn

Cue Appearance Risk of 
Emergency 

Starting

19

20

13

14

15

16

17

18

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

 

Table 1. Cue sequences for Study 1 
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PROCEDURES 

Participants first reviewed a computer-based tutorial on the Work Hazard Game. This 

tutorial explained all of the game mechanics described above. Then participants completed two 

practice versions of the game; one of which included no cues indicating an emergency. 

Participants then completed a quiz on the game’s mechanics. The quiz tested participants 

understanding of the turn/round structure, when a shift to an emergency state would affect their 

score, how the score display on the game worked, and the consequences of stopping/continuing 

work based on the emergency state. Those who passed then answered demographic questions 

and continued with the study. Those who failed were paid their show-up fee and did not 

continue. Participants continuing with the study performed all three treatments. The treatments 

were counterbalanced across participants. After each treatment, participants indicated their belief 

in how likely it was that they had stopped during an emergency state (1 – “Very Unlikely” to 5 – 

“Very Likely”). Participants were then paid a bonus based on one of the three treatments selected 

at random. The bonus ranged from $1 to $8 and was determined using the following equation, 1 

+ max(0, score/1000 x 7), rounded to the nearest dollar. 

RESULTS 

We performed a repeated-measures analysis of variance with the number of turns 

before stopping the focal task as our dependent variable and the treatment as our 

independent variable, controlling for participant-level effects. The ANOVA suggested a 

potential difference in treatments (F(2,17) = 2.62, p = 0.09), with the mean number of 

turns worked as greatest in the decreasing treatment (M = 63.89, SD = 18.36), followed 
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by the flat treatment (M = 61.94, SD = 17.51), and then the increasing treatment (M = 

55.83, SD = 17.51). We test for differences in the treatments while adjusting for multiple 

comparisons using Hothorn et al.'s (2008) and Bretz et al.'s (2010) methodology, as 

implemented in the multcomp package in R. We find potential differences between 

increasing and decreasing treatment (Z = 2.19, p = 0.07), but not between the decreasing 

and flat (Z = 0.53, p = 0.86), nor the increasing and flat (Z = 1.66, p = 0.22) sequences. 

Figure 2 shows the percent of participants remaining in the game at a given turn. Lower 

curves imply that participants generally stopped work earlier and higher curves indicate 

that they stopped work later. In general, the curve for the increasing sequence falls below 

that of the flat sequence, and the flat sequence below that of the decreasing sequence. The 

flat sequence also appears to cross-over both sequences, suggesting that it may be 

difficult to evaluate its' effects relative to the other two. Note that the increasing sequence 

is consistently equal to or lower than the decreasing sequence. 
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Figure 2. Participants Remaining by Turn, Study 1 

Two participants stopped the focal task before a non-zero risk cue appeared in the 

environment. Participants can always increase their score by continuing work in these 

scenarios. As such, it is possible that these participants did not understand the game. 

Dropping all responses from these two participants results in a loss of significance from 

the ANOVA (F(2, 15) = 1.22, p = 0.31).  

We also tested for a relationship between the participant’s belief in having 

stopped in an emergency state and the treatments. In neither the full data set nor the 

reduced dataset did the ANOVA suggest any relationship (F(2, 17) = 0.56, p = 0.58; F(2, 

15) = 0.38, p = 0.69). 

DISCUSSION 

The results provide tentative support for recency. Participants stop earlier in the 

increasing treatment than in the decreasing treatment. As the increasing treatments have 

higher probability cues appearing at the end, this behavior is consistent with participants 

being more sensitive to later cues. That noted, we are cautious about our conclusions 

given no significant difference between the flat treatment, a somewhat high alpha (α = 

0.10) required for significance between the increasing and decreasing treatments, and a 

loss in significance when we drop the two participants who may have misunderstood the 

game. Directional consistency is maintained in both these cases, providing 

encouragement for a follow-up study. 

We discuss several alternative explanations for our findings. First, the different 

treatments may have caused participants to use different probability thresholds to 
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determine when to stop working. In other words, participants may have deliberately 

chosen to stop at lower probabilities of an emergency state for the increasing sequence 

than for the decreasing sequence. However, our results indicate no significant difference 

in the perceived likelihood of an emergency state across treatments. This finding suggests 

that stopping at different probabilities may not have been deliberate.  

Next, participants may have tried to “predict” future cues based upon the pattern 

of cues observed. The increasing treatment could be interpreted as suggesting future cues 

will have high probabilities. However, the simulation was designed such that new cues 

would only affect the risk of an emergency in the following round. As participants could 

stop at the start of each round, participants would only be affected by cues they have 

observed and not by cues that they expect to see. As such, predictions of future cues 

should not impact behavior. While some participants may have been confused, they were 

trained and quizzed on this specific aspect of the game. This should have reduced this 

possible confusion. 

Finally, as cues remained visible after they appeared and as participants could 

only stop at the start of each round, participants may have evaluated the cues as a set 

rather than one at a time. Research on the perceptions of sets suggests that people recall 

the mean and range of a set, but not individual items (Ariely, 2001). In this case, we 

would expect no differences in stopping-decisions. These findings suggest that our effects 

may have been weakened. 

A second study was designed to address some of the outstanding questions from 

Study 1. Specifically, the second study looked to replicate Study 1’s results with a larger 
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sample size and greater power; to test for the role of working memory directly; and to 

resemble realistic stopping decisions more closely. 

STUDY 2 

PARTICIPANTS 

Participants were recruited through an online participant pool from Carnegie 

Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh to participate in the “Work Hazard 

Game” for a $4 base payment and a potential bonus of up to $10. Participants had to 

complete a quiz on the game’s mechanics after training, and those who passed continued 

on to the actual study. A total of 43 participants who were recruited passed the quiz. Of 

those who passed, 48% were female and the median age was 22.  

MATERIALS 

Similar to Study 1, participants played the Work Hazard Game and were asked to 

perform a task which initially rewarded points, but then later changed into a task that cost 

points based on visible cues. However, important changes were made to both the focal 

task and the non-focal evaluation. 

Focal Task. The focal task was changed from a pattern-completion task to a 

pattern-matching task. Within the 3x3 routine work area, several squares would light up 

and turn off, one after the other. Participants had to click on the squares in the same order 

they lit up. Participant earned 10 points for successfully replicating the pattern, and 0 

points if they made a mistake. By changing the length of the pattern, we could manipulate 

the working memory demands of the task. 
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The design of the focal task was similar to that of the Corsi Block Tapping task 

(Corsi, 1972), which has been used to measure working memory (e.g., Berch, Krikorian, 

& Huha, 1998; Cavallini, Fastame, Palladino, Rossi, & Vecchi, 2003; Della Sala, Gray, 

Baddeley, Allamano, & Wilson, 1999; Park, Lautenschlager, Hedden, Davidson, Smith, 

& Smith, 2002). The original Corsi task involves nine blocks arranged in seemingly 

random locations. The experimenter begins by tapping blocks one after another, starting 

with two blocks. The participant must tap the same two blocks in the same order. The 

task repeats with another pattern of two blocks, then moves to two different patterns of 

three blocks, then two different patterns of four blocks, and so on. Participants continue 

with the experiment if they can successfully replicate at least one of the two patterns for a 

given pattern length. Participants then received a score based on the number of patterns 

successfully replicated multiplied by the length of the longest pattern replicated. 

Non-focal Evaluation. As before, participants had to evaluate a series of cues in 

the environment to determine when to stop the focal task. The cues were changed from 

text and percentage labels to a random pattern of red squares that appeared in each cue. 

Each square was explained as a hazard and represented a 0.5% risk of triggering an 

emergency. As before, cues appeared starting from the upper-left corner and continued 

clockwise. Once a cue appeared, it increased the risk of triggering an emergency for all 

subsequent rounds. However, cues were only visible for a single turn and would 

disappear after the turn was completed. An example of a revised cue appears in the 

context of the game board in Figure 3. The location of hazards within each cue was 

randomized before every game, such that the visual representation of the hazards differed 

even when playing the same game multiple times. These modifications were designed to 
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provide a less abstract representation of hazards and to encourage evaluation of the risk 

cues in sequence. 

 

Figure 3. Diagram of Work Hazard Game, Study 2 

The game was similarly divided into turns and rounds. As before, at the start of 

each round, there was a probability of transitioning into an emergency state and 

participants could decide whether to continue the focal task. Due to the increased time 

required to perform the focal task, each round was reduce to 3 turns, compared to the 5 

turns in the original Work Hazard Game in Study 1. 

DESIGN 
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Four treatments were created in a 2x2 design, manipulating the sequence order 

(increasing, decreasing) and the difficulty of the focal task (repeating a 3-square pattern – 

“easy”, repeating a 5-square pattern – “challenging”). As before, the probability of 

changing to an emergency state was the same at the start of each round across all four 

treatments. The full cue sequence across all treatments is included in Table 2. 

Increasing Decreasing Increasing Decreasing
1 0.0% 31 14.5%
2 32
3 33
4 0.0% 34 14.5%
5 35 1 3
6 36 2 2
7 0.0% 37 3 1 17.5%
8 1 5 38
9 3 3 39
10 5 1 4.5% 40 17.5%
11 41
12 42
13 4.5% 43 17.5%
14 44 1 3
15 2 6 45
16 6 2 8.5% 46 3 1 19.5%
17 47
18 48
19 8.5% 49 19.5%
20 50
21 51 2 6
22 8.5% 52 6 2 23.5%
23 1 5 53
24 54
25 5 1 11.5% 55 23.5%
26 56
27 2 4 57
28 4 2 14.5% 58 23.5%
29 59
30 60

                     
               

Risk of 
Emergency 

18

19

20

Round Turn
Number of Hazards

12

13

14

15

16

17

6

7

8

9

10

11

Round Turn
Number of Hazards Risk of 

Emergency 

1

2

3

4

5
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Note: Participants decide whether to stop work after viewing the information from the 
first turn of each round. As a result, the decision points are shifted one turn in from each 
round. Likewise, our cue sequences are also shifted one turn in.  

Table 2. Cue sequences for Study 2 

PROCEDURE 

Participants first reviewed a computer-based tutorial on the Work Hazard Game and ran 

through one practice version of the game. Participants then completed a quiz on the game’s 

mechanics. Those who passed answered some demographic questions and continued with the 

study. Those who failed were paid their show-up fee and did not continue. Participants 

continuing with the study performed all four treatments. The order in which the participants took 

the treatments was counterbalanced. After completing all four treatments, participants were 

asked to perform the Corsi block-tapping task, as implemented in PEBL (Kessles, Zandvoort, 

Postama, Kappelle, & de Haan, 2000; Mueller, 2010). Participants were then paid a bonus based 

on their performance on one of the four treatments selected randomly. Bonuses ranged from $1 

to $9 and were determined by the following equation: 1 + max(0, score/600 x 9). 

RESULTS 

Number of Turns. We performed a repeated-measures analysis of variance with 

the number of turns before stopping as our dependent variable and the treatments as our 

independent variable, while controlling for participant-level effects. The ANOVA 

suggested potential main effects for the treatments (F(3, 42) = 2.44, p= 0.07). For the 

challenging focal task, the mean number of turns worked was higher in the decreasing 

treatment (M = 23.86, SD = 16.04) than in the increasing treatment (M = 20.02, SD = 

14.79). For the easy focal task, the mean number of turns worked was also higher in the 

decreasing treatment (M = 24.56, SD = 14.08) than in the decreasing treatment (M = 
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23.86, SD = 14.10). Adjusting for multiple comparisons, we tested for differences 

between the increasing and decreasing treatments for each task difficulty separately and 

found a potential difference for the challenging focal task (Z = 2.06, p = 0.08); but no 

difference for the easy focal task (Z = 0.37, p = 0.92). Figure 4 shows the percentage of 

participants remaining in the game for a given turn – lower curves imply that participants 

generally stopped work earlier and higher curves indicate that they stopped later. The 

easy focal task shows that difference between the increasing and decreasing sequences is 

small, although the curve for the increasing sequence is generally lower than the 

decreasing sequence. The challenging focal task shows greater difference between the 

increasing and decreasing sequences, with the increasing sequence more consistently 

equal to or lower than the decreasing sequence. 
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Figure 4. Participants Remaining by Turn, Study 2 

We tested whether working memory mediates the recency effect using two 

measures. First, we considered the effects of task load. We performed a two-way repeated 

measures ANOVA using sequence order and task difficulty as our two factors. The 

interaction term in the ANOVA was not significant (F(1, 42) = 2.62, p = 0.11). The two-

way ANOVA run without the interaction term indicated a potential main effect for the 
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sequence order (F(1, 42) = 3.77, p = 0.06), but it did not reach significance for the 

changes in focal task difficulty (F(1, 42) = 1.76, p = 0.19). Next, we considered the 

effects of individual differences in working memory capacity as measured by the Corsi 

task. We ran a repeated-measures analysis of covariance, using sequence order and task 

difficulty as factors and working memory capacity as a covariate. The three-way 

interaction of sequence order, task difficulty, and working memory was not significant 

(F(1, 41) = 1.16, p = 0.29). A plot of the difference in number of turns worked between 

the decreasing and increasing sequences, shown in Figure 5, suggests that while increased 

working memory capacity may lead to more consistent behavior across decreasing and 

increasing sequences (differences closer to 0), there is also substantial subject-level 

variability. 
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Figure 5. Difference in Turns, Decreasing - Increasing, by Working Memory 

Capacity 

Likelihood of Emergency. We also tested for any relationship between the 

perceived likelihood of an emergency state and the treatments. The ANOVA suggested 

main effects for the treatments (F(3, 42) = 5.55, p < 0.01). For the challenging focal task, 

the mean rating for likelihood was higher in the decreasing treatment (M = 3.63, SD = 

0.87) than in the increasing treatment (M = 3.00, SD = 1.18). For the easy focal task, the 

mean rating was also higher in the decreasing treatment (M = 3.49, SD = 1.05) than in the 

increasing treatment (M = 3.16, SD = 1.04). Differences in the perceived likelihood of an 

emergency state across different sequence orders were significant for the challenging 

focal task (Z = 3.62, p < 0.01), but not for the easy focal task (Z = 1.88, p = 0.12).  

DISCUSSION 

In Study 2, we found further support for recency, although still requiring a 

somewhat high alpha for significance (α = 0.10). Along with the results from Study 1, 

however, this strengthens our belief in the effect. Study 2 also provides tentative evidence 

that the complexity of the focal task – and thus working memory – may play a role in 

moderating the effects. 

However, Study 2 also provides evidence that participants may have deliberately 

chosen to stop the focal task at different perceived probabilities of an emergency state. 

This was an alternative explanation considered but dismissed in Study 1. Potential 

mechanisms for this effect are discussed in the general discussion. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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In the two studies discussed, stopping decisions seem to be characterized by 

recency – when people are determining whether or not to continue performing an 

ongoing task, their decisions appear to be more strongly influenced by the most recent 

cue that they observed. This effect may be moderated by working memory availability. 

Under heavy task load, where working memory is limited, this effect appears stronger. 

Under light task load, where working memory is more freely available, this effect may 

disappear. In our two studies, we found that participants responded differently to the 

same information about risk when the information was reordered and task load was 

increased.   

Our research advances the belief-adjustment model (Hogarth & Einhorn, 1992) by 

adapting the model to a more dynamic environment for decision-making and by 

evaluating the influence of working memory on its predictions. In addition, our results 

enhance and relate to other concepts in the human factors literature. Research in situation 

awareness (Endsley, 1995) focuses on problems where knowledge of the environmental 

state is important. Research in mode awareness (Sarter & Woods, 1995) focuses on how 

we use this knowledge to change how we interact with a given set of equipment, such as 

a cockpit, under different environmental states. Stopping decisions are similar to mode 

awareness problems in that environmental cues are used to drive changes in behavior, 

although this may not be directly tied to any equipment. Limited working memory has 

been linked to greater errors in situation awareness tasks (Endsley, 1995). To our 

knowledge, however, there is no work in situation awareness that focuses on evaluating 

the sequences of cues and the evolution and dynamics of cues over time. Our study may 

provide a starting point for work in this particular area.  
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Alternatively, our results may also be considered under the framework of risks-as-

feelings. In this paper, we treated non-focal evaluations as a cognitive task in which we 

interpret a series cues. However, our studies used terms such as “risks,” “hazards,” and 

“emergencies,” which are affectively rich. Risks have been shown to be multi-

dimensional and include more than just numeric probabilities (Fischhoff, Watson, & 

Hope, 1984), and our response to risk can be based on how we experience them as 

feelings (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001). By limiting working memory, our 

studies may have caused participants to rely more heavily on their feelings rather than 

their risk assessments. Risk as feelings can explain why participants may have chosen to 

leave given different perceived probabilities of an emergency state. For example, our 

increasing treatment may have induced a greater discomfort in participants, leading them 

to stop the focal task earlier. If our participants were evaluating the risk of an emergency 

state affectively, the peak-end effect, which suggests that our affective experiences are 

evaluated on our most extreme and final feelings (Kahneman, Fredrickson, Schreiber, & 

Redelmeier, 1993), would also produce similar predictions to our recency hypothesis. 

Nonetheless, working memory would still play a similar role in these affect-based models 

and the solutions previously suggested should still reduce the information order effects.  

IMPLICATIONS TO COAL MINING 

Our results have important implications for many fields in which humans must 

share attention between performing their focal task while continuously evaluating cues of 

safety conditions. In the case of subsurface coal mining, evaluating safety conditions 

plays an important part in protecting the well-being of miners and in developing 

awareness of potential emergencies. Similar to the task in our studies, miners must 
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perform this evaluation while performing other tasks associated with normal mining 

operations. If miners are subject to the same recency effects, then they would evaluate the 

same set of cues differently depending on the order in which they were presented. This 

inconsistency poses a challenge for both miners trying to accurately evaluate safety 

conditions and for mine safety researchers who would want to provide concise, consistent 

guidance on how to appropriately respond to emergency cues. 

To promote more consistent evaluations, we may want to reduce the demands on 

the miners’ working memory. Studies in other environments have considered reducing 

these demands, for example, by providing electronic information displays (Adelman, 

Bresnick, Black, Marvin, & Sak, 1996). These reduce the demands of the non-focal 

evaluation by helping to maintain the cues, as well as to present the cues in a way that 

promotes a more consistent evaluation. Such technological solutions seem ill-suited to a 

mining environment though, where damage may be likely. Even pencil-and-paper 

equivalents may be problematic, given low-light conditions and the ease at which these 

tools may be misplaced. 

Another solution may be to train miners to evaluate safety conditions right before 

they start work and each time they take a break. This may not be a substantial change 

from what the miners naturally do. However, if done explicitly, this may strengthen the 

miners’ impressions of earlier and intermediate emergency cues. Nonetheless, miners 

may still neglect cues that are presented while they are in the middle of some other task. 

Safety evaluations may also be improved by sharing the responsibility among 

those with fewer working memory demands. Currently, the crew foreman is the main 
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person responsible for mine safety. However, the foreman is likely to be engaged in a 

large number of concurrent tasks. Thus, he is likely to be working under high task load 

and may pay insufficient attention to initial mine emergency cues. Crew members with 

more limited responsibilities may be better equipped to recall early and later cues more 

consistently. Sharing safety responsibilities with these crew members may provide a 

more consistent check on the foreman’s evaluations. 

Finally, it may be possible to reduce the working memory demands of evaluation 

by improving a miner’s ability to perform the task. Research has shown that participants 

training in a slower-paced, controlled environment can perform better than those trained 

in environments designed to emulate the real scenario (Gonzalez & Brunstein, 2009). It 

seems plausible that practiced evaluations can help alleviate working memory demands 

and reduce the recency effect. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The implications above must be considered according to the constraints of the 

simplicity of the task used in our studies. Our research involved abstracted laboratory 

experiments using university undergraduate and graduate students. Experienced miners 

may make better decisions than our laboratory participants when considering the 

naturalistic conditions and the context experience they bring to the job. However, studies 

suggest that the characteristics of mine safety evaluation – rare events, changing cues, 

and limited decision aids – can lead to poor performance even among experts (Shanteau, 

1992), and given the relatively uncommon nature of mining emergencies, even 

experienced miners have little actual exposure to them. Additionally, reliance on recency 
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in mine safety evaluation may be an advantage rather than a problem. For example, if 

mine emergencies are characterized by the presence of more important cues over time, 

focusing on the last cues may be sufficient, as long as their response to those later cues 

implicitly account for the earlier ones. Such behavior is consistent with the fast and frugal 

model proposed by Gigerenzer and Goldstein (1996). While such strategies may be 

generally effective, policy-makers must decide whether the numbers of times in which 

they do not work are worth addressing. 

We propose several areas for further work on stopping decisions. From a 

theoretical perspective, additional work to clarify the mechanisms underlying the recency 

effect is warranted. While we found evidence that working memory may play a role, the 

high alpha level required for significance (α = 0.10) suggest that more rigorous testing 

may be required. Furthermore, other mediators, such as affective processing, should also 

be considered. A clear understanding of these factors will help us to better design and 

target our interventions. 

Further efforts to simplify the Work Hazard Game and make it more intuitive may 

will lead to reduced noise and more accurate measures of its effect. The changes to the 

focal task in Study 2 not only allowed us to manipulate the focal task's working memory 

requirements, but provided a more familiar task for participants. However, a more 

contextualized game could make the nature of cue integration and the unannounced 

emergency more intuitive. One contextualization of the cues is to tell participants that 

they are performing a stylized mining task. As they work, they receive messages, such as 

“there is a small increase in methane levels” or “the air flow stopped for about 30 

seconds.” Training prior to the game will allow participants to interpret these cues, for 
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example, telling them that repeated malfunctions in the ventilation system indicate an 

increasing risk of that the system will fail. This method replicates our cue accumulation 

process more intuitively. Note that, in this case, the stylized context makes the nature of 

the cues easier to understand, although is unlikely to accurately reflect actual mining if 

designed for the general public. Non-mining contexts may be used, as well. For example, 

participants may be told that they are operating a printing press, receiving messages about 

possible issues with the printing process. Under this version, the unannounced emergency 

may also be more intuitively expressed, if participants are told that they cannot check the 

results of the press until the press is stopped. 

Recent innovations in subsurface coal mine training also offers new ways to adapt 

the paradigm of the Work Hazard Game into a more realistic simulation. Virtual reality 

simulators can allow us to use real-world cues and experienced participants to help us 

better understand the degree to which our findings apply to these environments and to 

identify other potential task characteristics that play an important role in stopping 

decisions.
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Key Points 

• Stopping decisions, a decision to stop performing a task based on a sequence of cues, was 

predicted to correlate with the most recent cue observed. 

• Participants play the “Work Hazard Game,” in which they earn money for performing a task 

in its initial state, but lose money for the task in an “emergency” state.  Cues indicating the 

same risk of an emergency state are presented to participant, but develop in different orders. 

• In Study 1, participants stopped earlier when cue sequences ended with a high risk rather 

than a low risk cue (p = 0.09). Study 2 reproduced this finding (p = 0.08) and found 

directional evidence of working memory as a mediator. 

• People are likely to make more consistent stopping decisions when they are not distracted 

by other tasks requiring working memory. 
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	Stopping decisions impose constraints on working memory by splitting the focus between the focal task and the non-focal evaluation. These constraints can reduce attention to the non-focal evaluation. For subsurface coal mining, in which cues of a pote...
	Over two studies, we test our prediction about recency and the role of working memory in stopping decisions using a simulation known as the “Work Hazard Game.” In the first study, we look for the overall effect of recency by varying the cue sequence o...
	Study 1
	Participants

	Participants were recruited through an online participant pool from Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh to participate in the “Work Hazard Game” for a $4 base payment and a potential bonus of up to $8. Participants had to compl...
	Materials

	The Work Hazard Game is a simulation designed to study non-focal evaluations in stopping decisions. In the game, participants initially earn points by performing a focal task. As the game progresses, there is a probability that the game changes and pe...
	This simulation is set up on a 5 x 5 grid of squares, with the center 3 x 3 squares designated as the “routine work area” and the surrounding 16 squares as the “work environment,” as presented in Figure 1. The focal task is performed in the routine wo...
	Figure 1. Diagram of Work Hazard Game, Study 1
	Focal Task. The focal task is a pattern-completion task. At the start of a turn, two adjoining squares in the work area will light up, one after the other. The participant must click on a third square in the routine work area that is to the left, righ...
	Non-focal evaluation. The non-focal evaluation involves evaluating a sequence of cues to determine when to stop the focal task. At the start of each turn, a cue may appear in the environment. At most one cue will appear each turn. Cues appear in the w...
	At the end of the first turn of each round (every 5 turns), the game may change to an “emergency” state. In that state, participants lose points for continuing the focal task. The probability that an emergency state occurs is equal to the sum of the p...
	To avoid working in an emergency state, participants may stop performing the focal task before completing the first turn in each round. If they stop, they are told whether an emergency had occurred and are provided information about points earned, poi...
	Design

	The study used three within-subject treatments, each using a different cue sequence. Whenever participants had to decide whether to stop performing the focal task, all treatments indicated the same probability of an emergency state. In the “increasing...
	For example, in round 12, the increasing treatment included a cue of “A – 0%” in turn 57 followed by a cue of “C – 5%” in turn 59; the decreasing treatment included a cue of “C – 5%” in turn 57 followed by a cue of “A – 0%” in turn 59; and the flat tr...
	Table 1. Cue sequences for Study 1
	Procedures

	Participants first reviewed a computer-based tutorial on the Work Hazard Game. This tutorial explained all of the game mechanics described above. Then participants completed two practice versions of the game; one of which included no cues indicating a...
	Results

	We performed a repeated-measures analysis of variance with the number of turns before stopping the focal task as our dependent variable and the treatment as our independent variable, controlling for participant-level effects. The ANOVA suggested a pot...
	Figure 2. Participants Remaining by Turn, Study 1
	Two participants stopped the focal task before a non-zero risk cue appeared in the environment. Participants can always increase their score by continuing work in these scenarios. As such, it is possible that these participants did not understand the ...
	We also tested for a relationship between the participant’s belief in having stopped in an emergency state and the treatments. In neither the full data set nor the reduced dataset did the ANOVA suggest any relationship (F(2, 17) = 0.56, p = 0.58; F(2,...
	Discussion

	The results provide tentative support for recency. Participants stop earlier in the increasing treatment than in the decreasing treatment. As the increasing treatments have higher probability cues appearing at the end, this behavior is consistent with...
	We discuss several alternative explanations for our findings. First, the different treatments may have caused participants to use different probability thresholds to determine when to stop working. In other words, participants may have deliberately ch...
	Next, participants may have tried to “predict” future cues based upon the pattern of cues observed. The increasing treatment could be interpreted as suggesting future cues will have high probabilities. However, the simulation was designed such that ne...
	Finally, as cues remained visible after they appeared and as participants could only stop at the start of each round, participants may have evaluated the cues as a set rather than one at a time. Research on the perceptions of sets suggests that people...
	A second study was designed to address some of the outstanding questions from Study 1. Specifically, the second study looked to replicate Study 1’s results with a larger sample size and greater power; to test for the role of working memory directly; a...
	Study 2
	Participants

	Participants were recruited through an online participant pool from Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh to participate in the “Work Hazard Game” for a $4 base payment and a potential bonus of up to $10. Participants had to comp...
	Materials

	Similar to Study 1, participants played the Work Hazard Game and were asked to perform a task which initially rewarded points, but then later changed into a task that cost points based on visible cues. However, important changes were made to both the ...
	Focal Task. The focal task was changed from a pattern-completion task to a pattern-matching task. Within the 3x3 routine work area, several squares would light up and turn off, one after the other. Participants had to click on the squares in the same ...
	The design of the focal task was similar to that of the Corsi Block Tapping task (Corsi, 1972), which has been used to measure working memory (e.g., Berch, Krikorian, & Huha, 1998; Cavallini, Fastame, Palladino, Rossi, & Vecchi, 2003; Della Sala, Gray...
	Non-focal Evaluation. As before, participants had to evaluate a series of cues in the environment to determine when to stop the focal task. The cues were changed from text and percentage labels to a random pattern of red squares that appeared in each ...
	Figure 3. Diagram of Work Hazard Game, Study 2
	The game was similarly divided into turns and rounds. As before, at the start of each round, there was a probability of transitioning into an emergency state and participants could decide whether to continue the focal task. Due to the increased time r...
	Design

	Four treatments were created in a 2x2 design, manipulating the sequence order (increasing, decreasing) and the difficulty of the focal task (repeating a 3-square pattern – “easy”, repeating a 5-square pattern – “challenging”). As before, the probabili...
	Table 2. Cue sequences for Study 2
	Procedure

	Participants first reviewed a computer-based tutorial on the Work Hazard Game and ran through one practice version of the game. Participants then completed a quiz on the game’s mechanics. Those who passed answered some demographic questions and contin...
	Results

	Number of Turns. We performed a repeated-measures analysis of variance with the number of turns before stopping as our dependent variable and the treatments as our independent variable, while controlling for participant-level effects. The ANOVA sugges...
	Figure 4. Participants Remaining by Turn, Study 2
	We tested whether working memory mediates the recency effect using two measures. First, we considered the effects of task load. We performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA using sequence order and task difficulty as our two factors. The interaction...
	Figure 5. Difference in Turns, Decreasing - Increasing, by Working Memory Capacity
	Likelihood of Emergency. We also tested for any relationship between the perceived likelihood of an emergency state and the treatments. The ANOVA suggested main effects for the treatments (F(3, 42) = 5.55, p < 0.01). For the challenging focal task, th...
	Discussion

	In Study 2, we found further support for recency, although still requiring a somewhat high alpha for significance (α = 0.10). Along with the results from Study 1, however, this strengthens our belief in the effect. Study 2 also provides tentative evid...
	However, Study 2 also provides evidence that participants may have deliberately chosen to stop the focal task at different perceived probabilities of an emergency state. This was an alternative explanation considered but dismissed in Study 1. Potentia...
	General Discussion
	In the two studies discussed, stopping decisions seem to be characterized by recency – when people are determining whether or not to continue performing an ongoing task, their decisions appear to be more strongly influenced by the most recent cue that...
	Our research advances the belief-adjustment model (Hogarth & Einhorn, 1992) by adapting the model to a more dynamic environment for decision-making and by evaluating the influence of working memory on its predictions. In addition, our results enhance ...
	Alternatively, our results may also be considered under the framework of risks-as-feelings. In this paper, we treated non-focal evaluations as a cognitive task in which we interpret a series cues. However, our studies used terms such as “risks,” “haza...
	implications to coal mining

	Our results have important implications for many fields in which humans must share attention between performing their focal task while continuously evaluating cues of safety conditions. In the case of subsurface coal mining, evaluating safety conditio...
	To promote more consistent evaluations, we may want to reduce the demands on the miners’ working memory. Studies in other environments have considered reducing these demands, for example, by providing electronic information displays (Adelman, Bresnick...
	Another solution may be to train miners to evaluate safety conditions right before they start work and each time they take a break. This may not be a substantial change from what the miners naturally do. However, if done explicitly, this may strengthe...
	Safety evaluations may also be improved by sharing the responsibility among those with fewer working memory demands. Currently, the crew foreman is the main person responsible for mine safety. However, the foreman is likely to be engaged in a large nu...
	Finally, it may be possible to reduce the working memory demands of evaluation by improving a miner’s ability to perform the task. Research has shown that participants training in a slower-paced, controlled environment can perform better than those tr...
	limitations and future work

	The implications above must be considered according to the constraints of the simplicity of the task used in our studies. Our research involved abstracted laboratory experiments using university undergraduate and graduate students. Experienced miners ...
	We propose several areas for further work on stopping decisions. From a theoretical perspective, additional work to clarify the mechanisms underlying the recency effect is warranted. While we found evidence that working memory may play a role, the hig...
	Further efforts to simplify the Work Hazard Game and make it more intuitive may will lead to reduced noise and more accurate measures of its effect. The changes to the focal task in Study 2 not only allowed us to manipulate the focal task's working me...
	Recent innovations in subsurface coal mine training also offers new ways to adapt the paradigm of the Work Hazard Game into a more realistic simulation. Virtual reality simulators can allow us to use real-world cues and experienced participants to hel...
	 Stopping decisions, a decision to stop performing a task based on a sequence of cues, was predicted to correlate with the most recent cue observed.
	 Participants play the “Work Hazard Game,” in which they earn money for performing a task in its initial state, but lose money for the task in an “emergency” state.  Cues indicating the same risk of an emergency state are presented to participant, bu...
	 In Study 1, participants stopped earlier when cue sequences ended with a high risk rather than a low risk cue (p = 0.09). Study 2 reproduced this finding (p = 0.08) and found directional evidence of working memory as a mediator.
	 People are likely to make more consistent stopping decisions when they are not distracted by other tasks requiring working memory.
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